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The hippocampus is critical for forming new long-term memo-
ries, but the contributions of the hippocampal commissure (HC)
to memory function and hippocampal synaptic plasticity are
unclear. To shed light on this issue, we characterized behavioral
memory and hippocampal synaptic plasticity in two inbred
mouse strains. BALB/cWah1 mice display a range of corpus
callosal defects and an intact HC, whereas 9XCA/Wah mice
exhibit a complete absence of corpus callosum and a greatly
reduced HC. No differences between strains were found in
long-term potentiation (LTP) within two synaptic pathways in
hippocampal slices. However, paired-pulse facilitation was de-
ficient in area CA1 of slices from 9XCA/Wah, and it was rescued
by decreasing extracellular [Ca2�], suggesting that presynaptic
calcium dynamics may be altered in this strain. In addition,
contextual fear extinction was impaired in 9XCA/Wah mice, but
performance on cued fear extinction and on 24 hr memory tests

for cued and contextual fear conditioning were not significantly
different between strains. Thus, an intact HC is critical for
normal extinction of contextual fear. Intact interhemispheric
connectivity is not required for acquisition or expression of
cued and contextual fear conditioning. LTP was normal in slices
from mice that lacked an intact HC, and this was correlated with
normal performance on fear conditioning tests. In contrast,
impaired short-term synaptic plasticity was correlated with de-
fective contextual memory extinction in mice lacking an intact
HC. Thus, the HC in mice is vital for particular aspects of
memory function and for short-term synaptic modification in
specific hippocampal circuits.
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The classic case study of H.M., a patient with surgical transection
of the medial temporal lobes, demonstrated that the hippocampus
is critical for the formation of new declarative memories (Scoville
and Milner, 1957). Studies of human commissurotomy patients
indicate that the main interhemispheric communication pathway
between hippocampi, the hippocampal commissure (HC), is im-
portant for normal memory function. Indeed, patients with a
transected HC show greater recognition memory deficits than
those with an intact HC (Phelps et al., 1991). Patients with
transection of both the corpus callosum (CC) and the HC also
showed poor memory performance (Zaidel and Sperry, 1974).
These findings indicate that an intact CC and HC are required for
normal memory function.

In two common inbred mouse strains, BALB/c and 129, agen-
esis of the CC occurs in �50% of these mice, whereas the
remainder appear to have normal forebrain commissures (see Fig.

1) (Wahlsten, 1989). This developmental variability within a
genetically homogeneous strain provides a well controlled exper-
iment of nature to assess the behavioral effects of an absent CC.
Surprisingly, hereditary absence of the CC has little or no impact
on a wide range of mouse behaviors (Schmidt et al., 1991;
Bulman-Fleming et al., 1992; Wahlsten et al., 2001).

By creating recombinant inbred lines from a cross of BALB/c
and 129 mice, a new inbred strain (9XCA/Wah) has been gener-
ated that displays a more severe forebrain commissural defect
than either progenitor strain: total CC deletion and a severely
reduced HC are evident in every animal of this strain (Wahlsten
and Sparks, 1995) (D. Wahlsten and K. M. Bishop, unpublished
observations). In a large sample of 162 mice, the BALB/cWah1
strain showed partial or total absence of the CC in 44% of mice
and reduction of the HC in only 4%. The HC was reduced only
when the CC was totally absent. Thus, the principal difference
between the BALB/cWah1 and 9XCA/Wah strains is the size of
the HC, which is almost always normal in BALB/cWah1 but is
always severely reduced in 9XCA/Wah. 9XCA/Wah is the only
strain known to have a severely reduced HC, and it presents a
unique opportunity for investigating the functional consequences
of gross reduction of hippocampal commissural inputs.

Hippocampal long-term potentiation (LTP) is an enhancement
of synaptic transmission that may be important for regulating the
expression of specific types of learning and memory (for review,
see Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Martin et al., 2000). The ab-
sence of intact interhemispheric connections, such as the HC,
may impair memory function by altering the expression of hip-
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pocampal LTP, but, to date, this hypothesis has not been tested.
We present here the first conjoint assessment of hippocampal
synaptic plasticity and behavioral learning and memory in mice
with substantial reduction of the HC. We addressed two questions:
(1) does the absence of the CC and/or HC impair hippocampal
synaptic plasticity? and (2) are hippocampus-dependent learning
and memory altered by agenesis of the CC and/or HC? Our results
reveal the importance of an intact HC in regulating both hip-
pocampal synaptic plasticity and hippocampus-dependent memory
function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals. Two closely related strains of mice (aged �8 weeks), from the
colony of D. Wahlsten, were compared in this study. BALB/cWah1 was
derived from BALB/cJ (Wahlsten, 1989), whereas 9XCA/Wah was cre-
ated by inbreeding a line of mice from the F2 hybrid cross of BALB/
cWah1 and 129P1/ReJ (Wahlsten and Sparks, 1995) (Wahlsten and
Bishop, unpublished observations). The 9XCA strain has experienced
�25 generations of full-sibling inbreeding. All mice were maintained at
�22°C with room lights activated from 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Mice were
group housed in plastic cages (29 � 18 � 13 cm) filled with Aspen Chip
bedding (Northeastern Products, Warrensburg, NY) that was changed
once per week. They had access to tap water and solid food ad libitum
(Laboratory Rodent Diet 5001; Purina Mills, St. Louis, MO). Care and
experimental procedures followed guidelines approved by the Canadian
Council on Animal Care. Behavioral fear conditioning experiments were
performed first, followed by LTP experiments using hippocampal slices
from the same, previously conditioned animals.

Fear conditioning. Mice were individually placed in a clear, Plexiglas
conditioning chamber (Med Associates, E. Fairfield, VT) for training. A
tone [conditioned stimulus (CS)] of 85 dB intensity and 30 sec duration
was activated after a 2 min acclimation period in the chamber. Mice
received a 2 sec foot shock [unconditioned stimulus (US)] of 0.7 mA
intensity during the last 2 sec of the CS. The mice remained in the
chamber for 30 sec after the foot shock. Twenty-four hours later, mice
were returned to the chamber for a 5 min contextual test in the absence
of the tone or foot shock. After a 1 hr waiting period, the mice were
exposed to an alternate chamber (of different shape but the same area,
with a black plastic floor and wall material that were lemon scented) for
a 5 min cued test interval, in which the CS tone was presented during the
final 3 min.

For a subset of the mice, contextual extinction was assessed starting the
day after testing. Mice were returned to the Plexiglas conditioning
chamber for a 5 min trial on days 3, 5, 7, and 9 after training on day 1. A

separate group of mice was tested for cued extinction only. These
animals were placed in the same Plexiglas conditioning chamber used for
training and contextual testing. After a 2 min acclimation period, a 2 min
CS (85 dB tone) was presented that coterminated with a 2 sec pulse of 0.7 mA
foot shock. The mice remained in the chamber for 30 sec after foot shock.
Twenty-four hours later, the mice were given 30 extinction trials of 2 min
duration each (5 sec intertrial interval), during which the CS was presented.
The next day, animals were returned to the chamber for a long-term
memory test consisting of 2 min acclimation, followed by a 5 min CS.

Conditioning throughout training, testing, and extinction was mea-
sured by assessing freezing behavior every 5 sec. Mice were classified as
frozen whenever complete absence of motion was evident (respiration
excluded). The percentage of time spent frozen was calculated for each
mouse in discrete time intervals, and these results were pooled and
averaged for each strain in each interval. Averaged data for fear condi-
tioning are presented in Table 1.

Electrophysiology: extracellular field recordings. Transverse hippocampal
slices (400 �m thickness) were cut and maintained in an interface
chamber at 28°C (for more details, see Nguyen et al., 2000b). The
artificial CSF (ACSF) used for dissection and superfusion contained the
following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 4.4 KCl, 1.5 MgSO4, 1 NaH2PO4, 26
NaHCO3, 10 glucose, and 2.5 CaCl2. For some paired-pulse facilitation
(PPF) experiments, the extracellular Ca 2� concentration was reduced to
0.5 mM. Extracellular field EPSPs (fEPSPs) were recorded in stratum
radiatum of area CA1 using glass microelectrodes (resistances, 2–4 M�)
filled with ACSF. The Schaeffer collateral (SC) pathway was stimulated
with bipolar nickel-chromium electrodes positioned in stratum radiatum.
Evoked fEPSPs were recorded, digitized, and analyzed using pClamp 7
software (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA). The mossy fiber (MF)
pathway was stimulated near the granule cell bodies of the dentate gyrus,
and evoked fEPSPs were recorded from the proximal apical dendrites of
the pyramidal cell bodies in stratum radiatum of area CA3. Confirmation
that fEPSP responses were elicited from the MF pathway was done by
addition of an agonist of group II metabotropic glutamate receptors [20
�M L-CCG-1 (2S,1�S,2�S)-2-(carboxycyclopropyl)glycine); Research Bio-
chemicals, Natick, MA] that selectively reduces synaptic responses in the
MF pathway (Tzounopoulos et al., 1998). Baseline fEPSPs were elicited
once per minute at a stimulus intensity (0.08 msec pulse width) that
evoked fEPSP amplitudes that were 40% of maximal sizes. Various
stimulation protocols were used to induce LTP; these are described at
appropriate parts of Results. D(�)-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid
(AP-5), an NMDA receptor (NMDAR) antagonist (Research Biochemi-
cals), was prepared as a 50 mM stock solution in dH20, and it was diluted
to 50 �M in ACSF before bath application.

Data analysis. We assessed LTP, the relationship between presynap-
ticfiber volley amplitude and fEPSP slope, and PPF in hippocampal slices
from the two strains. The average fEPSP slope during stable recordings

Table 1. Summary of cued and contextual fear conditioning and extinction

BALB/cWah1 9XCA/Wah p

Training (day 1) Before CS 3 	 1 (n 
 12) 5 	 1 (n 
 12) NS
After US 19 	 4 (n 
 12) 30 	 7 (n 
 12) NS

Testing (day 2) Contextual 46 	 6 (n 
 12) 46 	 6 (n 
 12) NS
Acclimation 2 	 1 (n 
 12) 8 	 2 (n 
 12) �0.01
Cued 34 	 7 (n 
 12) 35 	 6 (n 
 12) NS

Contextual extinction Day 3 27 	 3 (n 
 7) 53 	 4 (n 
 7) �0.001
Day 5 20 	 5 (n 
 7) 32 	 5 (n 
 7) �0.05
Day 7 10 	 3 (n 
 7) 18 	 6 (n 
 7) NS
Day 9 6 	 1 (n 
 7) 16 	 4 (n 
 7) �0.02

Cued extinction (day 2) Acclimation 4 	 2 (n 
 12) 20 	 5 (n 
 8) �0.01
Trial block 1 22 	 3 (n 
 12) 23 	 3 (n 
 8) NS
Trial block 2 24 	 3 (n 
 12) 17 	 3 (n 
 8) NS
Trial block 3 22 	 3 (n 
 12) 18 	 3 (n 
 8) NS
Trial block 4 18 	 3 (n 
 12) 16 	 3 (n 
 8) NS
Trial block 5 19 	 3 (n 
 12) 15 	 4 (n 
 8) NS
Trial block 6 20 	 4 (n 
 12) 21 	 5 (n 
 8) NS

Values reported are mean 	 SEM percentage of freezing followed by n mice tested. For explanation of intervals tested, see Materials and Methods. A separate group of mice
was used for cued extinction testing. p values were derived from Student’s t test, and significance was considered p � 0.05. NS, Not significantly different.
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before LTP induction was calculated for each experiment, and, unless
otherwise stated, fEPSP slopes were measured at 45 min [for early-LTP
(E-LTP) and MF experiments] or at 120 min [for late-LTP (L-LTP)
experiments] after high-frequency stimulation (HFS). fEPSP slopes re-
corded after HFS were normalized in relation to pretetanization “base-
line” averages. fEPSPs were averaged within each strain, and the result-
ing means were compared across strains (Nguyen et al., 2000b). Student’s
t test was used to determine whether there was a significant difference
( p � 0.05) between the two strains. Presynaptic fiber volley amplitudes
and fEPSP slopes, measured by varying the stimulus intensity, were
plotted, and a linear regression was done for each strain. Student’s t test
was used to assess statistical significance between linear regression
slopes. For PPF, data were analyzed as described by Nguyen et al.
(2000a). One-way ANOVA and Tukey–Kramer post hoc tests were done
for each interpulse interval to determine which groups were significantly
different.

Anatomy. The myelin-stained brain sections shown in Figure 1 were
prepared from mice killed by intraperitoneal injection of 120 mg/kg
pentobarbital sodium. After being killed, animals were perfused with 10
ml of 4% paraformaldehyde, followed by 20 ml of physiological saline.
For coronal images, frozen sections were cut at a thickness of 25 �m and
mounted on glass slides. Sections containing the center of the anterior
commissure were selected for staining, and these were stained for myelin
by using the gold chloride method (Schmued, 1990). For sagittal images,
brains were removed from animals after they were killed and immersed
in 10% formalin or 4% paraformaldehyde for fixation. Whole brains were
bisected along the midsagittal plane, and one-half was stained en bloc
using Schmued’s gold chloride method. Half-brains from some animals
that received cued fear extinction were stained and analyzed for CC and
HC integrity. No significant differences were found in cued fear extinc-
tion performance within strains, despite varying levels of CC integrity in
BALB/cWah1 (data not shown), thereby allowing data to be combined
within strains.

RESULTS
Commissural anatomy
Although the procedure used to prepare the hippocampal slices
often damaged the forebrain commissures, satisfactory anatomi-
cal descriptions of most animals used in this study were obtained.
Figure 2 compares the commissures of 13 BALB/cWah1 and
eight 9XCA/Wah mice. Only one BALB/cWah1 mouse showed
an abnormally small HC, whereas the HC was severely deficient in
every 9XCA/Wah animal, including two in which there were

almost no HC axons crossing the midline. There was a wide range
of size of the CC in BALB/cWah1 mice, but this extreme size
variation within BALB/cWah1 was not significantly related to
fear conditioning (data not shown), which is consistent with the
literature on behavioral sparing in CC agenesis (Schmidt et al.,
1991; Bulman-Fleming et al., 1992; Wahlsten et al., 2001). As
such, the focus of our analysis was on the difference between
strains that arose from grossly different sizes of the HC.

Fear conditioning is comparable in strains
BALB/cWah1 and 9XCA/Wah

Does loss of commissural input to the hippocampus alter memory
function? Lesion studies have shown contextual fear conditioning
to be dependent on the hippocampus (Kim and Fanselow, 1992;
Chen et al., 1996) and on the amygdala (Phillips and LeDoux,
1992; Kim et al., 1993). In contrast, cued (tone) fear conditioning
relies primarily on the amygdala (Fanselow and Kim, 1994). Both
contextual and cued fear conditioning are dependent on NMDA
receptor activation (Fanselow and Kim, 1994; Fanselow et al.,
1994; Walker and Davis, 2002). Contextual fear conditioning
was tested to determine whether a hippocampus-dependent
deficit in fear memory was present in mice that display a
reduced HC, and cued fear conditioning was tested to deter-
mine whether there was an amygdala-dependent deficit in fear
memory in these mice.

As shown in Figure 3A and Table 1, the two strains exhibited
comparable levels of freezing during the training session. Perfor-
mance was not significantly different on the 24 hr contextual fear
memory test (BALB/cWah1, 46 	 6%, n 
 12; 9XCA/Wah, 46 	
6%, n 
 12; p � 0.05). However, 9XCA/Wah exhibited greater
freezing during acclimation (no CS) before the cued fear memory
test (BALB/cWah1, 2 	 1%, n 
 12; 9XCA/Wah, 8 	 2%, n 

12; p � 0.01). Therefore, freezing levels during acclimation were
subtracted from freezing levels during cued testing for each
animal in both strains. There was no significant difference be-
tween strains on the cued fear memory test (BALB/cWah1, 34 	
7%, n 
 12; 9XCA/Wah, 35 	 6%, n 
 12; p � 0.05).

Figure 1. Brain morphology of normal and acal-
losal mice. A, Coronal section, normal brain: the
corpus callosum spans the cerebral hemispheres.
B, Sagittal section, normal brain: the corpus cal-
losum extends rostrocaudally along the midline of
the brain. C, Coronal section, acallosal brain:
there is no corpus callosum, and fibers have
turned to form the Probst bundle. D, Sagittal
section, acallosal brain: there is no corpus callo-
sum, and the hippocampal commissure is reduced
in size. AC, Anterior commissure; DCF, dorsal
commissure of the fornix; F, columns of the for-
nix; GCC, genu of the CC; HbC, habenular com-
missure; PB, Probst bundle; SCC, splenium of
the CC.
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Mice with a reduced HC exhibit deficits in contextual
extinction that are likely hippocampus dependent
Extinction of fear entails repeated exposure of animals to a CS
that they were previously trained to fear, until the fear response
to the CS is reduced. Pavlov (1927) proposed that extinction
involved the learning of new information and not the erasure of
old memories. Both strains were tested for contextual and cued
fear extinction as described in Materials and Methods. Mice
exhibiting reduction of the HC (strain 9XCA/Wah) were defi-
cient in contextual fear extinction (Fig. 3B). These mice showed
significantly higher levels of freezing than BALB/cWah1 (for
data, see Table 1), such that they exhibited an increased latency to
learn to dissociate the CS (context) from the US (foot shock) and
showed higher freezing levels at the end of testing trials (BALB/
cWah1, 6 	 1%, n 
 7; 9XCA/Wah, 16 	 4%, n 
 7; p � 0.05).

A separate group of mice was tested for cued extinction (Fig.
3C). Before the cued extinction trials, mice were given a 2 min
acclimation period without CS. As in the cued fear conditioning
test, 9XCA/Wah showed a significantly higher level of freezing
during acclimation than BALB/cWah1 (BALB/cWah1, 4 	 2%,
n 
 12; 9XCA/Wah, 20 	 5%, n 
 8; p � 0.01). Thus, individual
acclimation scores were subtracted for each animal (in both
strains). No significant difference was found between strains for
any of the six cued extinction trial blocks (for data, see Table 1).
Because contextual, but not cued, extinction was impaired in
9XCA/Wah, these results suggest a hippocampal deficit in learn-
ing to dissociate the CS from the US in mice that have a reduced
HC.

Paired-pulse facilitation is deficient in mice with a
reduced HC
Does absence of an intact HC compromise short-term synaptic
plasticity? One type of short-term plasticity that is prominent at
hippocampal synapses is PPF. PPF is an enhancement of synaptic
transmission during the second of two closely spaced stimuli
(Katz and Miledi, 1968). PPF occurs because the calcium entering
the presynaptic terminal after the first stimulus pulse is not
completely cleared before a closely spaced, subsequent stimulus
pulse. The residual calcium left over after the first pulse sums with
the presynaptic calcium influx of the second pulse to elicit en-
hanced transmitter release during the second stimulus pulse
(Katz and Miledi, 1968).

PPF was examined in the SC pathway at interpulse intervals of
50, 75, and 100 msec in both strains. In addition, PPF was
examined in slices from both strains during perfusion with ACSF
containing reduced levels of Ca2� (see Materials and Methods).

As shown in Figure 4, PPF in standard ACSF was significantly
reduced in strain 9XCA/Wah compared with BALB/cWah1 at 75
msec (BALB/cWah1, 58 	 3%, n 
 27; 9XCA/Wah, 42 	 2%,
n 
 51; p � 0.05) and 100 msec interpulse intervals (BALB/
cWah1, 47 	 2%, n 
 49; 9XCA/Wah, 35 	 2%, n 
 68; p �
0.01). However, reduced extracellular Ca2� rescued PPF in strain
9XCA/Wah, such that PPF was now not significantly different
from BALB/cWah1 PPF measured in standard ACSF at inter-
pulse intervals of 50 msec (BALB/cWah1, 60 	 3%, n 
 49;
9XCA/Wah 2 [Ca2�], 70 	 7%, n 
 20; p � 0.05), 75 msec
(BALB/cWah1, 58 	 3%, n 
 27; 9XCA/Wah 2 [Ca2�], 57 	
7%, n 
 20; p � 0.05), and 100 msec (BALB/cWah1, 47 	 2%,
n 
 49; 9XCA/Wah 2 [Ca2�], 48 	 6%, n 
 20; p � 0.05).
Decreasing the probability of transmitter release by reducing
extracellular [Ca2�] leaves more transmitter available to be re-
leased in response to the second pulse. Thus, in standard ACSF,
9XCA/Wah CA3 pyramidal neurons may possess altered intra-
cellular calcium dynamics and/or higher basal transmitter release
compared with BALB/cWah1. Consistent with these hypotheses,
we found that, in BALB/cWah1 neurons, reduced extracellular
[Ca 2�] increased PPF substantially at all three interpulse inter-
vals tested ( p � 0.001 compared with normal ACSF) (Fig. 4).
Thus, reduction of the HC impaired hippocampal PPF in area
CA1, and this deficit in short-term synaptic plasticity was rescued
by reducing the extracellular calcium concentration.

LTP in two pathways does not require fully intact
interhemispheric connections
Hippocampal LTP is an activity-dependent strengthening of syn-
aptic transmission believed to be important for regulating infor-
mation storage in the mammalian brain (Bliss and Lömo, 1973;
Moser et al., 1998; Martin et al., 2000; Brun et al., 2001). Area
CA1 of the hippocampus is particularly important for learning
and memory in humans and in rodents (Zola-Morgan et al., 1986;
Tsien et al., 1996), and, thus, synaptic modifications in this sub-
region of the hippocampus may contribute to the modification of
hippocampus-dependent aspects of memory function, such as
contextual fear extinction. Does the absence of an intact HC alter
LTP in area CA1?

LTP was examined in the SC pathway in hippocampal slices
from strains BALB/cWah1 and 9XCA/Wah. The early and late
temporal phases of LTP (E-LTP and L-LTP) in the SC pathway
differ in their optimal induction requirements (for review, see
Huang et al., 1996). Two patterns of stimulation were used to
induce E-LTP: twin bursts of 100 Hz (1 sec duration) delivered at
a 20 sec interburst interval and theta-burst stimulation (TBS).

Figure 2. Diagrams of the CC, HC, and dorsal com-
missure of the fornix (DCF ) in BALB/cWah1 and
9XCA/Wah mice. The vertical axis in each case was
established by a line drawn through the centers of the
HC and the anterior commissure (AC), whereas the
vertical level was established by the dashed line perpen-
dicular to the vertical axis and 1.5 mm above the center
of the AC, which is not shown in these diagrams. In the
9XCA/Wah strain, every animal showed total absence
of the CC and dorsal commissure of the fornix, as well
as severe reduction of the HC. In BALB/cWah1, several
patterns were seen, and the frequency of mice with each
type is indicated by X_. For example, X4 means that
four mice had a normal HC but no dorsal commissure of
the fornix. Only one BALB/cWah1 mouse had an HC as
small as the largest HC among 9XCA/Wah mice.
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TBS consisted of 15 bursts of four pulses at 100 Hz, delivered at
an interburst interval of 200 msec. Twin-burst HFS resulted in a
mean fEPSP slope value of 156 	 16% (n 
 10) at 45 min after
HFS in BALB/cWah1 slices and a corresponding mean fEPSP
slope value of 159 	 13% (n 
 9) in 9XCA/Wah slices ( p � 0.5
for interstrain comparison) (Fig. 5A). There was also no signifi-
cant difference between strains for TBS-LTP at 45 min after HFS
(BALB/cWah1, 151 	 14%, n 
 8; 9XCA/Wah, 141 	 10%, n 

10; p � 0.5) (Fig. 5B). However, both strains exhibited slightly
lower potentiation than that observed in C57BL/6 mice in previ-
ous studies that used identical methods (Nguyen et al., 2000a).

Is L-LTP affected by the absence of an intact HC? Multiple
bursts of HFS induce L-LTP in mouse hippocampal slices
(Nguyen et al., 2000a,b; Woo et al., 2000). A tetra-burst pattern
was used in our experiments: four trains of 100 Hz (1 sec dura-
tion), with an interburst interval of 20 sec (Woo et al., 2000). The
mean fEPSP slope in BALB/cWah1 slices measured 120 min
after tetra-burst HFS was 157 	 19% (n 
 5), and this was not
significantly different from the corresponding mean fEPSP slope
measured in 9XCA/Wah slices (147 	 8%; n 
 11; p � 0.5) (Fig.
5C). However, these values were smaller than those reported
previously for C57BL/6 mice (Nguyen et al., 2000b). The mean
fEPSP slopes resulting from more temporally spaced tetra-burst
HFS (5 min interburst interval) also were not significantly differ-
ent between strains (BALB/cWah1, 179 	 19%, n 
 4; 9XCA/
Wah, 217 	 27%, n 
 9; p � 0.1) (Fig. 5D), and they were similar
to those reported previously for C57BL/6 mice (Nguyen et al.,
2000a). Thus, reduction of the HC produced no significant im-
pairments in either E-LTP or L-LTP in area CA1.

Pyramidal cells in hippocampal area CA3 receive two excita-
tory synaptic inputs from the MF and the associational–commis-
sural (assoc-com) pathways (Andersen et al., 1966). It is possible
that, in strain 9XCA/Wah, which exhibits agenesis of the hip-
pocampal commissure, MF LTP is altered as a result of the
absence of the assoc-com input. Thus, we examined MF LTP in
slices from both inbred strains, BALB/cWah1 and 9XCA/Wah.

MF LTP is NMDA receptor independent (Harris and Cot-
man, 1986), but it is dependent on presynaptic Ca2� influx

Figure 3. A reduced HC impairs contextual fear extinction but does not
affect cued and contextual fear conditioning. A, BALB/cWah1 (n 
 12)
and 9XCA/Wah (n 
 12) performed normally on tests of 24 hr contextual
and cued memory. Both strains displayed significantly different levels of
freezing for “acclimation” during a 2 min test interval in a novel context,
before presentation of the CS for the cued memory test. Thus, acclima-
tion freezing values were subtracted for each mouse (both strains) to
calculate percentage of freezing for the cued memory test. Cued memory
was not significantly different between strains. B, Both strains received 5
min contextual extinction trials 3, 5, 7, and 9 d after training. 9XCA (n 

7) exhibited delayed contextual extinction compared with BALB/cWah1
(n 
 7), and they still showed less extinction during the final trial on day
9. C, Separate groups of mice from both strains received a 2 min accli-
mation interval, followed by 30 2 min cued extinction trials (5 sec inter-
trial interval) the day after training. Cued extinction trials were grouped
into six blocks of five trials each. 9XCA/Wah again showed significantly
greater freezing during acclimation, so acclimation values for each mouse
(both strains) were subtracted for all subsequent cued extinction trials.
There was no significant difference between BALB/cWah1 (n 
 12) and
9XCA/Wah (n 
 8) for any trial block during cued extinction. Asterisks
indicate significance values derived from Student’s t test (*p � 0.05; **p �
0.01; ***p � 0.0001). CS, Tone; US, foot shock.

Figure 4. Paired-pulse facilitation is decreased in mice with a reduced
HC and is rescued by reduced extracellular [Ca 2�]. Plot of percentage of
facilitation [ratio of fEPSP slopes: ((pulse 2/pulse 1) � 1) � 100] versus
interpulse interval for strains BALB/cWah1 and 9XCA/Wah. In standard
ACSF, 9XCA/Wah exhibited significantly less facilitation than BALB/
cWah1. When measured under conditions of reduced extracellular
[Ca 2�], facilitation in 9XCA/Wah was not significantly different from that
seen in BALB/cWah1 slices in standard ACSF. Reduced extracellular
[Ca 2�] also significantly increased facilitation in BALB/cWah1.
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(Zalutsky and Nicoll, 1990) (for review, see Nicoll and Malenka,
1995). To ensure that MF, and not assoc-com, LTP was measured
in CA3, we bath applied 50 �M AP-5 starting at 10 min before
tetanization and ending at 10 min after HFS. MF LTP was
induced using two trains of 200 Hz (1 sec duration each),
delivered at a 20 sec intertrain interval. The mean fEPSP slope
at 45 min after HFS was 114 	 14% (n 
 9) in BALB/cWah1
and 111 	 13% (n 
 17; p � 0.5) in 9XCA/Wah (Fig. 5E).
Thus, MF LTP was not significantly altered by the absence of
an intact HC.

Does reduction of the HC change basal synaptic input–output
relationships? The presynaptic fiber volley amplitude and initial
fEPSP slope were measured from single fEPSP sweeps elicited in
the SC pathway of area CA1 of several hippocampal slices, using

a range of stimulus intensities. The fiber volley size is propor-
tional to the number of presynaptic axons recruited by stimula-
tion, and the initial fEPSP slope is a measure of synaptic strength
(Johnston and Wu, 1995). A trendline fit to plotted data points
was generated using linear regression analysis (Fig. 5F). These
positive trendline slopes indicate that postsynaptic responses in-
creased as the magnitude of presynaptic stimulation increased.
Both strains showed fEPSP slopes that were not significantly
different from one another over a range of stimulation intensities
and presynaptic volley sizes (BALB/cWah1, y 
 2.1808x � 1,
R2 
 0.5197; 9XCA/Wah, y 
 2.0961x � 1, R2 
 0.7164; p � 0.5)
(Fig. 5F). Thus, basal hippocampal synaptic transmission and
presynaptic fiber recruitment in the SC pathway were unaffected
by the absence of an intact HC.

Figure 5. Hippocampal LTP in two pathways is normal in mice with a reduced HC. A, B, E-LTP in the Schaffer collateral pathway is not significantly
different between strains. A, Plot of fEPSP slope versus time, comparing averaged responses from BALB/cWah1 (n 
 10 slices) and 9XCA/Wah (n 

9 slices). LTP was elicited by twin bursts of 100 Hz (2�100Hz@20 sec). B, Average responses from BALB/cWah1 (n 
 8) and 9XCA/Wah (n 
 10) for
TBS. C, D, L-LTP in the Schaffer collateral pathway is not significantly different between strains. C, LTP was elicited by four bursts of 100 Hz
(4�100Hz@20 sec) in BALB/cWah1 (n 
 5 slices) and 9XCA/Wah (n 
 11 slices). D, LTP was elicited by four spaced bursts of 100 Hz, interburst
interval of 5 min (4�100Hz@5 min) in BALB/cWah1 (n 
 4 slices) and 9XCA/Wah (n 
 9 slices). E, E-LTP in the mossy fiber pathway, elicited by
twin bursts of 200 Hz (2�200Hz@20 sec) in BALB/cWah1 (n 
 9 slices) and 9XCA/Wah (n 
 17 slices), was not significantly different between strains.
F, Input–output curve slopes (fEPSP slope vs presynaptic fiber volley amplitude) are not significantly different between BALB/cWah1 (n 
 11 slices, 5
data points per slice) and 9XCA/Wah (n 
 17 slices, 5 data points per slice). Data are shown as mean 	 SEM. Sample fEPSP traces were recorded at
times a and b indicated on the graphs.
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E-LTP and L-LTP are NMDA receptor dependent in
slices from mice with a reduced HC
Is the NMDA receptor dependence of LTP in the SC pathway
reduced by the absence of an intact HC? The NMDAR antago-
nist AP-5 (50 �M) was bath applied for 15 min before and 10 min
after HFS. At 40 min after HFS, twin-burst LTP in AP-5-treated
slices was significantly reduced compared with control slices in
both BALB/cWah1 (control, 154 	 13%, n 
 10; AP-5, 111 	
8%, n 
 5; p � 0.05) and 9XCA/Wah (control, 154 	 11%, n 

11; AP-5, 105 	 9%, n 
 4; p � 0.05) (Fig. 6A,B). At 120 min
after HFS, tetra-burst L-LTP in AP-5-treated slices was also
significantly reduced compared with control experiments in both
BALB/cWah1 (control, 173 	 17%, n 
 5; AP-5, 104 	 15%, n 

4; p � 0.01) and 9XCA/Wah (control, 150 	 10%, n 
 11; AP-5,
98 	 2%, n 
 4; p � 0.05) (Fig. 6C,D). Thus, reduction of the HC
does not compromise the NMDA receptor dependence of early-
and late-LTP in the SC pathway.

DISCUSSION
Our study aimed to determine whether agenesis of the CC and/or
HC results in memory impairments that are correlated with
altered hippocampal synaptic plasticity. Contextual fear extinc-
tion was impaired in mice with a reduced HC (strain 9XCA/
Wah). Like fear conditioning, extinction has been proposed to be
a form of new learning rather than an erasure of existing mem-
ories (for review, see Bouton, 1993), and it is dependent on
hippocampal function (Wilson et al., 1995; Frohardt et al., 2000)
(see also Fox and Holland, 1998). In addition, extinction is
NMDA receptor dependent (Lee and Kim, 1998; Santini et al.,
2001) (but see Berman and Dudai, 2001) and requires protein
synthesis (Flood et al., 1977; Berman and Dudai, 2001; Vianna et

al., 2001), similar to fear conditioning. Furthermore, Berman and
Dudai (2001) suggest that both fear conditioning and extinction
rely on the same brain structures. Also, the prefrontal cortex
(Quirk et al., 2000; Herry and Garcia, 2002) has been shown to
play a role in the maintenance of cued fear extinction, indicating
that extinction may be dependent on the interaction of the hip-
pocampus with other brain regions. Thus, our observations need
to be considered from a broader, more complex mechanistic
perspective, one that likely involves brain regions outside of the
hippocampus.

It is unclear which synaptic pathways within the hippocampus
are critical for contextual extinction. However, the impaired
contextual extinction in strain 9XCA/Wah was correlated with a
deficit in PPF in the SC pathway. Experiments using reduced
extracellular [Ca2�] indicated that this deficient PPF may result
from elevated basal transmitter release and/or altered calcium
handling efficacy in neurons of the 9XCA/Wah strain. The lack of
a significant difference in basal synaptic input–output relation-
ships between these two strains suggests that altered presynaptic
calcium dynamics may contribute to the impaired PPF seen in
9XCA/Wah. Thus, contextual extinction in these strains is cor-
related with PPF in the SC pathway, and the HC may have an
important role in the acquisition of contextual extinction. Hip-
pocampal LTP has not been definitively correlated with contex-
tual fear extinction. Our results suggest that contextual fear
extinction is poorly correlated with certain types of hippocampal
LTP.

Cued and contextual fear conditioning were unaltered in mice
with a reduced HC, and LTP in the SC and MF pathways of the
hippocampus remained intact. Hippocampal and amygdalal LTP

Figure 6. Early- and late-LTP in the Schaffer collateral pathway are NMDA receptor dependent in both strains. A, B, E-LTP elicited by twin bursts
of 100 Hz (2�100Hz@20 sec) is significantly reduced by application of 50 �M AP-5 in BALB/cWah1 (control, n 
 10; AP-5, n 
 5) and 9XCA/Wah
(control, n 
 11; AP-5, n 
 4). C, D, L-LTP elicited by four bursts of 100 Hz (4�100Hz@20 sec) is significantly reduced by AP-5 in BALB/cWah1
(control, n 
 5; AP-5, n 
 4) and 9XCA/Wah (control, n 
 11; AP-5, n 
 4). Sample fEPSP traces were recorded at times a and b indicated on the
graphs.
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may contribute (in ways still unclear) to consolidation of memory
for fear conditioning (Clugnet and LeDoux, 1990; Rogan and
LeDoux, 1995; McKernan and Shinnick-Gallagher, 1997; Rogan
et al., 1997; Blair et al., 2001; Schafe et al., 2001). Several types of
hippocampal LTP were intact in slices from 9XCA/Wah mice,
and it is interesting that contextual fear conditioning, which is
hippocampus dependent, was also preserved in these mice. In
contrast, gross reduction of commissural input to the hippocam-
pus altered short-term synaptic plasticity (PPF) and selectively
impaired one particular aspect of memory function, contextual
memory extinction. It is noteworthy that cats with an HC tran-
section show no transfer of conditioned learning to the opposite
hemisphere when only one brain hemisphere was trained (Ma-
jkowski, 1967). Thus, one cerebral hemisphere, containing one
hippocampus, can learn a CS–US association.

Interestingly, we found that the fear responses of 9XCA/
Wah mice during acclimation or during exposure to a novel
environment (measured after training but before cued testing)
were significantly enhanced compared with BAL B/cWah1
mice. This enhanced response to a novel environment was a
possible contaminant in testing for cued memory and extinc-
tion; hence, freezing levels during acclimation were subtracted
from cued memory and extinction data for each animal. Ex-
posure to novel environments has been correlated with expres-
sion of long-term depression (LTD) in the hippocampus of
specific strains of rats. Manahan-Vaughan and Braunewell
(1999) showed that hippocampal low-frequency stimulation in
vivo during exploration of a novel environment induced LTD
in the SC pathway of the hippocampus and that such stimula-
tion increased exploratory behavior. Altered LTD may be a
cellular correlate for the increased fear in a novel environment
that was seen in strain 9XCA/Wah, but LTD was not examined
in the present study.

The altered contextual fear extinction found in 9XCA/Wah
may be caused by 129P1/ReJ alleles at loci unrelated to defects of
the HC. However, Cook et al. (2002) found that contextual and
cued fear conditioning were normal in 129P1/ReJ mice compared
with C57BL/6J mice. Thus, it is unlikely that the genetic contri-
bution of 129P1/ReJ to the 9XCA/Wah strain is the sole cause of
altered hippocampal synaptic transmission and impaired memory
extinction. Because our strains may differ in more than one gene
pertinent to reduced HC, we cannot rule out the possibility that
some of these genes may not be essential for LTP and contextual
fear extinction. Definitive evidence will require identification of
the specific genes involved in formation of the HC so that they can
be backcrossed onto different inbred strain backgrounds. Alter-
natively, causality may be established when there is extreme
phenotypic variation within a genetically uniform inbred strain.
To date, however, all recombinants with defective HC showed
100% abnormality (Wahlsten and Bishop, unpublished observa-
tions). The I/LnJ strain shows extremely variable HC but has
several other abnormalities that render interpretation difficult. A
recent discovery of a new inbred strain with no CC and severely
reduced HC (Wahlsten, unpublished data) should aid the search
for gene identity and the analysis of physiological mechanisms of
LTP and memory.

Some consideration of the human literature is needed to
place our findings in a broader functional framework. Split-
brain patients tend to have minimal cognitive dysfunction
associated with transection of the CC. Indeed, split-brain sur-
gery results in a surprising lack of severe memory dysfunction
in humans, and it produces no significant behavioral changes in

monkeys (Springer and Deutsch, 1993). Patients with transec-
tion of the CC generally exhibit normal memory function (for
review, see Clark and Geffen, 1989; Phelps et al., 1991), al-
though Finlay et al. (2000) suggest that such patients may
display some minor, but specific, cognitive deficits. Impair-
ments associated with split-brain surgery can include difficul-
ties in facial recognition and solution of geometric problems, as
well as interhemispheric competition (Springer and Deutsch,
1993). Split-brain patients may retain the ability to perform
everyday tasks because of hemispheric specialization and also
because each hemisphere remains functional. Patients with
callosal agenesis also show relatively few cognitive deficits
(Sauerwein et al., 1994), perhaps because they develop com-
pensatory behavioral strategies to cope with the absence of
interhemispheric communication (Springer and Deutsch,
1993).

A more detailed study of split-brain patients that analyzed
the extent of callosal and commissural transection, as well as
memory function, indicated that transection of the HC (in
addition to the CC) elicits more profound memory deficits than
callosal transection per se (Phelps et al., 1991). Memory defi-
cits in HC-transected patients are limited to specific types of
memory, and these deficits seem to encompass complex aspects
of memory function (Phelps et al., 1991; Zaidel, 1995). Inter-
estingly, a patient with an astrocytoma spanning the hippocam-
pal commissure displayed amnesia (Gillespie et al., 2000). Our
present data are in agreement with these findings, in that basic
fear conditioning remained intact in mice lacking an intact HC,
whereas contextual fear extinction was impaired.

The study of mice exhibiting agenesis of the CC and/or HC
may provide exciting new animal models that may prove useful
for the development of treatments for syndromes associated with
reduced CC and/or HC size. For example, magnetic resonance
imaging studies show that human patients with fetal alcohol
syndrome display numerous brain abnormalities, including agen-
esis of the CC and HC (Bhatara et al., 2002). Rat studies have
found that alcohol ingestion during pregnancy can reduce HC
size (Livy and Elberger, 2001). Also, reduced CC size in children
may be correlated with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD) and dyslexia (Hynd et al., 1991, 1995; Baumgardner et
al., 1996). Magara et al. (2000) used hybrid crosses of the acallosal
mouse strain I/LnJ as a potential animal model of ADHD, and
they found that acallosal mice were more active than control mice
and exhibited greater variability in activity than controls. How-
ever, it is unlikely that general activity levels influenced the
results of our present study. Freezing levels of 9XCA/Wah and
BALB/cWah1 were not significantly different during initial place-
ment into the training environment (Fig. 3A, Pre CS).

In summary, our findings indicate that the HC contributes
importantly to the regulation of both hippocampal short-term
(but not long-term) synaptic plasticity and the acquisition of
contextual fear extinction in the mouse. Three novel conclusions
arise from our results: (1) lack of associational–commissural
fibers to hippocampal area CA3 alters selected properties of the
hippocampal trisynaptic pathway, such as PPF in the SC pathway;
(2) normal contextual fear conditioning can occur in the absence
of an intact HC and is correlated with robust expression of LTP
in the SC and MF pathways of mice exhibiting a reduced HC; and
(3) contextual fear extinction is impaired in mice with a reduced
HC, despite normal expression of LTP in the SC and MF
pathways.
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